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Church Histories that cover the two millennia since Pentecost often have the tendency to 

be either exhaustively long, spanning many volumes, or else extremely brief, covering 

only a few highlights.  The former invariably become dipped-into reference books, rarely 

read cover to cover; the latter merely lightweight introductions to the subject and 

necessitating further study.  2000 Years of Christ’s Power accomplishes a happy medium 

between these two extremes: a history that is comprehensive enough to satisfy the student 

and scholar and yet easy-to-read and user-friendly for the layman.   

 

Author Dr. N.R. Needham accomplishes this in a four-volume paperback collection 

(Volumes 1-3 are now available); this first book outlines the series’ goals clearly and 

establishes a very high standard.  Owing to his desire to make history available to “the 

ordinary Christian”, more advanced readers may cringe at the basic explanations of terms 

(e.g. the meaning of BC/AD and the definition of “century” as a period of one hundred 

years), but neither is this a lightweight volume.  In twelve chapters Needham skillfully 

tells the story of the fledgling church’s battles with Rome without and heresies within, 

establishing herself with the Councils and Creeds, and all against the backdrop of the 

unfolding drama of the decline of the Roman Empire.  Needham “tells it well”, making 

often difficult concepts readable (there is a particularly fine chapter on the Arian 

Controversy), and is reliable both in historic facts and commentary (perhaps only very 

occasionally missing the mark, e.g. associating the Apostle Peter with Rome [p.51], and 

his treatment of the struggle between the Celtic and Catholic Churches [303-315]).   

 

Many tools make this history user-friendly.  Each chapter concludes with selected 

primary sources from the writings of both Church leaders and heretics; there are maps 

and illustrations (mostly icons), though surprisingly no timelines.  In addition to this, the 

reader gets a most useful 16-page glossary of terms and a bibliography for further study 

(containing general church history references, volumes specific to the Patristic period and 

books “for the true enthusiast”, as well as an annotated list of websites).  Here is Church 

History at its most accessible, thorough, reliable and affordable.  It should be on every 

Church library’s bookshelf. 
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